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Down the Drain
Just what do you do with decayed teeth? Throw them down the drain, of

course!
By Marshall Joseph Becker

In this text, Marshall Joseph Becker discusses archeologists’ exploration of the Roman Forum. The Roman
Forum was an important public space for many ancient Romans and continues to educate archeologists
about life in ancient Rome. As you read, take notes on what archeologists were able to learn about ancient
Rome from their findings.

Two thousand years ago, in the center of
downtown Rome, there was a large public space
filled with government buildings, temples,
restaurants, and shops. The businesses in this
area, known as the Roman Forum, looked very
much like those in any city today. Stores and
offices were located at street level in small rooms
called tabernae in Latin. These rooms were built
inside the massive platforms of the huge temples.
Many of the shops sold food and wine and were
the ancestors of today’s taverns.

The Romans did worship their gods in these
temples, but the variety of shops located in the
25 or 30 tabernae in any big temple must have
looked much like a modern mall. Deep within this substructure were complex storage vaults that
businesspeople and moneychangers1 used in much the same way as we do banks.

Holey Teeth

Danish archaeologists recently excavated2 the Temple of Castor and Pollux in the center of the Roman
Forum. Recovered broken pots and plates suggest that a restaurant occupied one shop. A find of small
coins from different countries most likely is evidence of a moneychanger’s office. But perhaps the most
interesting find came from the drain in the floor of another shop. Excavators first uncovered bits of
small jars the Romans had used for first-aid ointments and medicines lying on the floor. As the dig
continued, they reached the drain, which connected to a branch of Rome’s main sewer system. The
drain was not empty — rather, it was filled with teeth!

Almost all of the teeth were molars from adults. More important, each had one or more very large
holes caused by decay (cavities). Since there were a lot of these teeth, the shop was probably used as a
dentist’s office. Just think — right in the heart of Rome, in a temple basement, a dentist was pulling
teeth.

[1]

1. a person or organization whose business is to exchange the currency of one country, for that of another
2. to remove earth carefully to find buried things
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No ‘Tooth Fairy’ Here

The owners of these teeth certainly must have been in terrible pain. Perhaps they had come to the
dentist to buy painkillers that were stored in jars in the shop, but their decayed teeth needed
immediate attention. Since the ancient Romans had no method for drilling and filling teeth, the only
“cure” was to pull the tooth, and this they did well.

The “dentist downstairs” was very good at what he did. All the teeth found in the drain had been pulled
without breaking off any part of the root. Passages in ancient medical texts tell us that the Romans
knew leaving a broken root in the jaw could lead to infection and the patient’s death. A few children’s
teeth were also recovered from the drain. However, not all were decayed. This suggests that some
Romans brought their children to this Forum dentist to have loose as well as decayed baby teeth
pulled.

The finds in the drain are the best archaeological evidence that we have thus far for ancient Roman
dentistry. They also confirm what the ancient texts tell us.

[5]
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which statement best expresses the central idea of the text?
A. Experts learned about dentistry in ancient Rome by finding teeth in a drain and

studying them.
B. Dentistry has not changed much since the ancient Romans, as people still get

cavities.
C. The ancient Romans didn’t know how to properly pull and dispose of teeth.
D. The ancient Romans pulled teeth rather than fixed them because it was faster

and cheaper.

2. PART B: Which two details from the text best support the answer to Part A?
A. “The businesses in this area, known as the Roman Forum, looked very much like

those in any city today. Stores and offices were located at street level in small
rooms called tabernae in Latin.” (Paragraph 1)

B. “The Romans did worship their gods in these temples, but the variety of shops
located in the 25 or 30 tabernae in any big temple must have looked much like a
modern mall.” (Paragraph 2)

C. “Recovered broken pots and plates suggest that a restaurant occupied one
shop. A find of small coins from different countries most likely is evidence of a
moneychanger’s office.” (Paragraph 3)

D. “More important, each had one or more very large holes caused by decay
(cavities). Since there were a lot of these teeth, the shop was probably used as a
dentist’s office.” (Paragraph 4)

E. “Since the ancient Romans had no method for drilling and filling teeth, the only
‘cure’ was to pull the tooth, and this they did well.” (Paragraph 5)

F. “All the teeth found in the drain had been pulled without breaking off any part
of the root. Passages in ancient medical texts tell us that the Romans knew
leaving a broken root in the jaw could lead to infection and the patient’s death.”
(Paragraph 6)

3. What is the author’s main purpose in the text?
A. to show how much dentistry has advanced throughout history
B. to illustrate how important malls were to the ancient Romans
C. to emphasize how painful surgeries were back in ancient Rome
D. to discuss what archeologists were able to learn from their findings

4. What connection does the author draw between the Roman Forum and modern-day
shopping experiences?

A. People today can visit what remains of the Roman Forum to purchase souvenirs.
B. The Roman Forum had many stores and restaurants, similar to shopping malls

today.
C. Cities that separate their shopping districts from their dining districts were

inspired by the Roman Forum, which did the same.
D. People spent more time talking in public places, like the Roman Forum, than

they do today, due to online shopping.
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5. What is the relationship between the artifacts that archeologists discover and what they are
able to learn about life in ancient Rome? Use details from the text to support your answer.
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. In the text, the author discusses how archeologists learn about the ancient Romans by
studying artifacts left behind by them. What other ancient civilizations have humans
learned about by studying what they left behind?

2. Imagine that archeologists of the future have stumbled upon one of our modern-day malls.
What do you think they would find? What would they be able to learn about us?
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